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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

"American leadership in the postwar world

.-nd our commitment to the forward defense of
our interests and those of our allies have

been underwritten by the forward presence of
U.S. military forces. We have ex:erted this
presence through force s permanently stationed

abroad; through a network of bases.

facilities and logistics arrangements: and
through the operational presence provided by

periodic patrols. exercises and visits of
U.S. military units. Clearly, the mix of

these elements will change as our perception
of The threat changes, ... But our forward
presence will remain a critical part of

defense posture for the foreseeable

future. ' I
National Security Strategy

of the United States (1990)

The United States (US) won the Cold War with the help of its allies after

more than four decades of persevering in a consistent national strategy of

containment of Soviet expansion. Forward defense through forward presence was

the cornerstone of US conventional war deterrence, second in importance only to

nuclear war deterrence in the national military strategy component of that

successful national strategy of containment.

Some pundits have suggested that the US may have lo t its strategic focus

with the end of the Cold War and the perception of a receding Soviet threat.

Some suggest that forward defense may be an outmoded concept. I believe that

forward presence will continue to be part of our national strategy. Although

there will be few if any new forms of forward presence, the current forms will

:ontinue to have utility. Despite constraints, we will be limited only by our

creativity. Finally, I will offer some thoughts on the structure of forward

presence into the next century.
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CHAPTER II

PRESENCE DEFINED

i c wre Ar-mv ie. icon there is at least one ]efinit i~ ano usuLI v

an issociste, acronym tor every orTi of military activity. However. there iE

i: ne I::e oeinitin for forwaro presence, nor is it defined in tre :,Z Fv%

1-02. Ditionarv oi Military and Associated Terms. The many torms torwari

presence :an take a(= oetineo, described and often discussed at gre , ieritn 1,

militar, pubiications. but presence is not defined.

To establish a conceptual framework for this paper, I developed tne

Vollowing Jeinition of forward presence within the contemt of national

wetenso: the visible employment of US military personnel and/or military

materiel as a deterrent outside of the continental United States (OCONUS. at

any point along the operational continuum short of involving major US

conventional forces in combat.

My simplistic definition could be subject to endless scholarly debate. It

includes small unit combat operations of limited scope and duration and

peacetime contingency operations such as Desert Shield in Saudi Arabia, but it

emciudes the subsequent combat operation designated Desert Storm. It includes

our military activities in Alaska and Hawaii. It excludes any diplomatic.

economic, social or psychological activities that do not have a military

component.

The term "employment" in the definition could be criticized as denoting

action or movement which could exclude what some may term passive measures such

as storage of materiel or unmanned (i.e., automated) sites or systems.

However, th-re is always s-m- artivity associated with these so-called passive



measurei ' . maintenance. dlata collection. etc. ,. nc ti e term emoiaynen -

Isw. en ,rzmD es empicement.

- an ; ... J. ier iial aspect of mv definition lies in the terms

"dete. en-, and 'visible." Deterrence is "tIhe prevention from action b ' *ear

of the :ansen er es. Deterrence is a state of mind brought about by the

existence of a credible threat af untccoptbt* Oncei major

*onventicnal forces are engaged in protracted combat operations, it is clear

tnat deterrence. by definition, has failed.

Visibility is inextricably linked to deterrence. Visible to whom7 To

those we wish to deter! This in reminiscent of the old philosopnical question.

"If a tree falls deep in the forest and there is no one there to near it. does

it make a sound' " In the case of forward presence, the answer is "no."

Target audience is the key to the concept of visibility. A ta get audience

uay be the world at large. the senior leadership of a specific country or

movement, toe control cell of a terrorist organization or countless other

possioiiities. Therefore, forward presence, by definition, also includes

covert activities using military personnel and/or materiel, as long as the

activity is vsihie to the targeted audience and deters that group or

individual from taking an undesired action. An invisible presence is both

contradi:tory and serves no useful deterrent purpose, which goes to the heart

of the issue. Deterrence is the ultimate purpose of forward presence.

The definition may not be scholastically airtight. It is only offered to

provide a conceptual frame of reference for the study. So for the purpose of

this study, let us accept that forward presence is the visible employment of US

military personnel and/or military materiel as a deterrent outside of the

continental United States (OCONUS) at any point along the operational continuum

shor, of involving major US conventional forces in combat.

4
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CHAFTER III

THE SHAPE OF THE FUTURE

od , ... the international ianiscace is
r ked b , change that 15 oreatn-takir,, i- i's

chrrcter. dimension Snd p;9ce. n,-? t-miilar
ncc, irs ot postwar security polici <-re Deino

.oosenr- ov developments that were barel,
!rdineC ,ears or even months ago. eT . our
jo_ is ,nd interests remain constant. And, ms

we look forward -- and hope tor -- , better
tomorrow. we must look to those elements o*
our past policy that have plaed a mi jor role
in oringlng Us to where we are today."'

e time ot great chanqe. Within the past eionteen motrns, tre

-,,r ended, the Eer in Wall cr mbied. Germany reunified, and S-led

:al i_ F, -e it European and Arab allies has aone to war with raq WI! c +e

D .e s= :n .: te _ntted Nations (UN). Few would nave predicted tlese everts

t -is taz ,ezrs ac. let alone the rapidity wit- which .r ey deveiopeo.

Jther ii qn iic ant :rtanges are in the offinQ both at home and dorood. The

jS3 . ppears to be on the verge of economic collapse. The Soviet "Union" ma1

lissolve as. one after another. Socialist Republics attempt to secede or lo

tneir own w-y. As Soviet forces are withdrawn from the eastern European Warsaw

Treaty Grianization (WTO) states, where will they go' Food and housinq are in

short supply in the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (RSFS.R) or

Greater kussia. Will i. hungry populace and a dissatisfied military result in a

1Uiitor, :jLtp[ Will the apparent failure of his domestic policies to date lead

,joroachei to reverse his course and return the USSR to & "pre-thaw" sktus ( '

* re Qlastnost 'openness) and perestroika (restructuring, merely e;cuses to

_.llow Gorbachev to broaden his powers until he is a virtual dictator1 2

6



1 :t e it 3 onromi1 c ~n' c D t~c i os i- WOUl: be tooissn to tI:r e*

i c 7 r ii dafnlc:e r o u ,d,'-~ 7 cir- TheP c,3 +t te Q i c rn t- e n - 5

-) -h~iL ~~~ +Jer~scte~ re :011o', t s

D e ossed 5ehind the Jril os t t Lte c- or M I jn Ie

-n - 1 ast ly lctrcer thicin tne NAT- Or U ~r ren t ,

vinqo' :3ome even argue t-I)t these new ormatszns ~re even more stre~.1rej

t . th e,_ 1 1 t have done noth ino ii tstrs 1,1 t L

-3~~ 1noie Thre i=s no more insecure time in the Ise ot --n IeITin

i t is _cinQ tfle je'.ciLttion of its power. no more aanqerous time s n

1 Q -,n ConML~rI SMb ~e 1n Q a ft er- Ill . sk5e CuLar- r E? 1 Q 3n Fa wFnei t

.iits inner -faith but retains its outer power.'"'

At nome. nundreos o-f Defense Manaoement Feview DMR) initiatiies cire Ine

des:rite l ire Dervice psred ict ions about readiness impacts. Pr e SmL1na b

Jre ecnos pressures and their perceived collape of+ t!he 3 0v 1e t n -e a t

:or iros -acs n:lreadv, moved to reduce the act ive dut Army strenotn) troTm z, -

-. )0 1O to C O. Though less dramatic than the Army reduction, the

'te e-vices are also being reduced significantly. Iraq's bloody anneation

ofKuwait and the suwnsequtent Desert Shield and Desert Storm operations have

:nlv delayed the process. not stopped it. How will remaining forces be

3trUCtCUred to meet national security requirements' Where will the forces be

stationed' In what strength'

Hiow many divisions will there be to meet the 47 different security

obliqoations of the US'? Some have proposed as few as seven active Army

divisions and three active Marine divisions.' Although more reasonable

estimates hover arolund a 14 to 16 division Army, is the division still the most

appropriate tactical building block' I support the proponents o-f the Britisn

model af lethal, relatively self-contained brigades grouped, when necessary,

,.nder small. tactical division headquarters.

7



The .onventilonai Forces in Europe VCFE. talks are currently deciding tne

sizo To - ,, re o fJS forces to remain in Europe. nere appears to be -

+D 7 1-, rT - I -e, rert Ot & major US presence in their countr , not

iT:I::i the mood Among the youth of the Republic of horea. Although

esimmes - --9 --- force ranae from as low as zero US forces in central

ircoe o4 7, 57. there is consensus that the ground forces will be great!,-

r-educed from the four (f) division force now assigned and that tactical air

-orces will be proportionately reduced. Amid speculation that our total NATO

,onILtmet of "ten divisions in ten days"'  may be significantly reduce., "it

nas ,also, been argued ... that the centrality of NATO requirements leads not

only to U.S. weapons and forces less suitable for interventions elsewhere but

to more enDensive forces as well."'

What is the shape of the future? How does one project even five years

ahead let alone 20 to 50 years when so many significant changes are happening

so fast'

The Multipolar World

"The international security environment is in

the midst of changing from a bipolar balance
to a multipolar one with polycentric

dimensions ... . If we are to maintain our

position as a world leader and protect our
interests, we must be capable of and willing
to protect our global interests. This
requires that we maintain our capability to

respond to likely regions of conflict ... we
must maintain within our active force

structure a credible military power

projection capability with the flexibility to
respond to conflict across the spectrum of

violence throughout the globe ... we must
have unimpeded access to (these economic)
markets and to the resources needed to

support our manufacturing requirements

B



in the Middle East, it will remain in our
interest to naincain stability for both

economic and political reasons since many of

our allies depend cn tne region tor the
im ]ority ot their cil supply. " 1 0

General A.M. Gray
Commandant of the Marine Corps
14 March 1990

j]eneral 6ray, Commandant of the Marine Corps, provided the above testimony

to the House Armea Services Committee on 14 March 1990. In retrospect, his

testimony was prophetic. I wonder if General Gray was surprised to see Iraq

lend the weight of history to his words only a few short months later? If

nothing else, the current Middle East Lrisis has underlined the instability of

certain regions, the importance of regional power balances and stability to

world peace and US ability and willingness to protect US interests abroad.

Although not a historian. I recognize the danger of allowing recent events

to unduly influence one's view of the future. An in-depth look at the

post-Desert Storm Total Army structure or that of any particular theater is

beyond the scope of this paper. However, I believe that the lessons learned

from Operation Desert Shield and the ongoing Operation Desert Storm will

significantly influence the structure of the Army and of forward presence into

the 21st century. Consistent comments from a variety of senior visitors to the

U.S. Army War College (USAWC) in recent weeks have only reinforced that belief.

Contingency Corps

"Regional conflicts, with the potential to

spill over and directly involve U.S. military
forces, are the principal threat to U.S.
interests in our AOR.""°

General H. Norman Schwarzkopf

CINC, CENTCOM

8 February 1990

9



Although ine optimal size and mi," of forces in the US-based contingency

cors are iso oeyvond the scope of tnis paper, it is most likely that any

- .trw 1:- -Inqenc4 ::rps wiil be nighly fie ible with respect to force mi on]

e mor Eel ::nts.ed. Some have even argued that as many as three jorps nre

requirea tz e+ectively respona to regional threAot s. 2 A 520,O00-man mctiie

force with two or more highly flexible contingency corps definitely aroues tor

some tacti:al building block smaller than our current division structure. Ll

in any event, most recent senior visitors to the USAWC agree the force should

oe relatioelv self-supporting.

A seit-contained contingency corps also has implications for the way the

Totai Army is structured. More combat service support forces must be "moved"

from the reserve component (RC) into the active component (AC). The current

integrated structure was created by General Creighton Abrams in the

post-Vietnam years to ensure we never again went to war without

mobilizing. " Most recent senior USAWC visitors seem to favor a tiered Total

Army structure which would allow an all-AC contingency corps to deal with

regional contingencies or "small wars" without mobilizing the RC.

War Reserve Stocks

War Reserve Stocks (WRS) were insufficient. The objective of 60 days of

supply was never achieved for any given commodity, to include ammunition,

because it was never adequately funded. Program and item managers do the best

+hey can with funds available, but WRS and authorized acquisition objectives

(AAO) are almost always at the tail end of the program procurement due to other

priorities, especially for ammunition. 1"

10



Asiiming there is an adequate industrial mobilization oase. which many

Joutt. it is too slow and compleK to respond to short term contingencies.

There will :± pressure to buy the full 60 days stockage of all munitions and

critical assets. especially "smart' munitions, somehow against the ne-t major

contingen:v.

The afloat prepositioned force (APF), nine ships prepositioned with

:ommon-use WR3. water, rations, POL (petroleum, oil and lubricants) and

ammunition, was a great success. tationed at Diego Garcia in the Indian

Ocean. the AFF reached the Central Command (CENTCOM) area of responsibility

AOR) within eight days of notification. Commanders in Chief (CINC) of Unified

Commands will want more of these despite their vulverability to a sea power.

Force Projection

The most prolific writers on the subject of force projection are Marines.

Not surprisingly, many write that only the Marines are capable of forcible

entry on an inhospitable shore due to their amphibious capability.1'

Proponents of Army airborne forces will probably take issue with that point,

but there is consensus that the Maritime Prepositioned Force (MFF) was a

success.

The MPF consists of 13 specially configured roll-on-roll-off (RORO) ships

divided into three Maritime Prepositioning Squadrons (MFS). Each MPS carries

the heavy equipment and 30 days of supply (DOS) for a Marine Expeditionary

Brigade (MEB). The personnel and light equipment for this 16,500 person force

of sailors and marines are airlifted to marry up with their MFF heavy

equipment. These were the first relatively heavy forces in the CENTCOM AOR.

Granted, the 82nd Airborne Division was there first, but each MEB has about 50

tanks (M60 vice M), the rough equivalent of an Army armored battalion.

11



The FF nas no organic capacilitv to project itself on a hostile shor. ir

*nus, rel, on .mpniDius nd or airborne Vorces to secLre a port or beacn for

!i~Ev i--i:2 its eviment. It is still the most responsive "heavy' force. And

the Arm. m, want a slice of the MFF Die in the future.

Strategic Mobility

We were anable to move the entire (i.e., close) originally designated

Desert Shield contingency force within 10 days using all reasonably available

air and sealift short of mobilization, a fact that did not escape the notice of

tne press' and the general public.

Astute observers have bemoaned the shortfall of strategic airlift for over

three decades.10 Currently, the Secretary of Defense claims that we are 25%

short of the strategic airlift requirement of 66 million ton miles of cargo per

day (MTM/D) to support a European war. 1' Some observers feel that a more

realistic requirement is at least 80 MTM/D and probably much more, 20 perhaps

as much as 150 MTM/D.
2
1

The strategic airlift fleet consists of only 250 C-141 and 110 C-5 aircraft

in the total force. 2 2  Lieutenant General Bernard E. Trainor, USMC, Retired,

estimated that moving just one airborne division to the Middle East requires

almost 900 C-141 sorties. 23  It would require 500 C-141 sorties just to lift

the 10.200 personnel and equipment. less vehicles, of a light division. 24

Fassenger movement has not been a problem for Desert Shield or Desert

Storm. The shortfall is in cargo. The Military Airlift Command (MAC) is doing

a beautiful job; there just aren't enough assets. Congressional decisions to

delay or stretch out the C-17 cargo aircraft procurement do not bode well for

future strategic airlift capabilities.2 8

12



CINCs will want more strategic airlift. As usual. the question will be who

pays.

!wctr n i- appronimately 95% of our eQuipment and resuoply materiel must

move oy sea in any conflict, 2 ' although the Desert Shield estimates seem to

De between j al G5%. The Secretary of Devense has identified a sealift

reQuirement of one million short tons in a single lift and a 20% shortfall in

meeting that requirement. The US Merchant Marine is e;pected to carry a large

portion of the sustainment burden for any conflict, yet it has been in a state

of serious decline that is not expected to improve. 27  In fact, no merchant

ship has been built in an American shipyard since 1987.20

The US does possess eight SL-7 fast (i.e., 7l knots) sealift ships (FSS),

however it takes all of them to move just one heavy division in one lift. A

$600 million appropriation for four more SL-7s last year (FY 90) went unused by

the Department of Defense. A portion of the funds were diverted to other

requirements, but $775 million was still lying idle at the end of the fiscal

year.29

CINCs are going to want more FSS.

The Future

What is the shape of the future? The entire defense community is eagerly

awaiting the Special Operations Forces Comand (SOFCOM) Net Assessment which

purportedly will tell us what our regional concerns should be for the next 15

to 20 years. This suggests that no one, with the possible exception of SOFCOM

within its relatively limited frame of reference, has a clear view of the

future.

17



To 1-great e;,tent. the National Security Strategy describes the snaDe Q+

the +ut.Ire. tne ends to which our national neans - economic, political,

o, :-:oi.>Ci, and military power - will be applied. "We have always

suon't t ]te~P t the safety of the nation, its citizens, and its way of life.

Ae hatve 41. :, I'.. . tA. to an international environment of peace, ;reedcm, and

progress withii, which our democracy - and other free nations - can

ILour I h .

The National Security Strategy also cites the four continuing military

conDponents of America's grand strategy: deterrence, strong alliances, forward

defense, and force projection. This strategy pronouncement further dictates we

will achieve "forward defense through forward presence, "3 1 a cornerstone of

:onventional war deterrence.

Regionai conflict, not general war, seems to be the greatest threat on tne

norizon. Authorities generally agree that US security interests and the US

economy are best served by a strong and growing international economy.1 2

Regional staoility and world peace are required for the growth of that

international economy. If the US is to enhance regional stability through its

47 current security agreements, it seems intuitively obvious that some forms of

forward presence will be required.

No matter how well the economy fares, it seems clear that we are embarking

on at least a decade of austere defense budgets. If proportionately larger

slices o+ that budget are allocated, as I suspect, for more strategic lift

and/or orepositioning, the AC forces must be smaller, more flexible, and

perhaps, reorganized around a smaller tactical base than the division. Our

forward presence must be the most cost-effective we can devise. and, to a great

e:xtent, that effectiveness will be a function of the effectiveness of our

psychological operations.
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CHAPTER IV

A SURVEY OF FORWARD PRESENCE

'There will be a requirement for a variety
of forces to include amphibious forces, land-
and sea-based prepositioned forces. and
airmobile and airborne forces. The challenge
will be to determine the correct mix based on
need and aifordability."'

Deterrence is the primary purpose of forward presence. Yet Jlust as there

are political. economic, social, psychological and military elements of

national power, there are political, economic, social, and psychological

dimensions to every military activity. While I will show that deterrence is

either the primary or underlying purpose of all forms of forward presence, it

is not always the highest priority. In many instances, there are other, higher

priorities even though the purpose of deterrence is ultimately served.

Visibility is the common thread that runs through all forms of forward

presence. How do we achieve that visibility? In the past, visibility has been

too often serendipitous. The US would take the action(s) deemed appropriate

and await (or perhaps predicated upon) the response of the media and,

subsequently, world opinion. Our efforts in the future must be more focused by

emphasizing an often neglected component of all types of operations,

psychological operations.

Psychological operations are "planned operations to convey selected

information and indicators to foreign audiences to influence their emotions,

motives, objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of foreign

governments, organizations, groups and individuals. The purpose of

psychological operations is to induce or reinforce attitudes and behavior

favorable to the originator's objectives."
2
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Whi e n-,e concept o+ psychological operations hzo a aeclded/ milit r

fla-or, i i a rp! :f the la.raer F Ar1c of perception man agement. Percepti:r,

ar, a erT, -,: e -IeC as ' cctions to convey ano/or Oen- -seiecteC inforiTiatior

anc 1 5 oreign audiences to influence their emotions. motives .n z

r.O ect - <: .ro to intel 1 igence systems and leaLer a ais I ee

in~.3et-ce :' -i e st imates. ultimately resulting in foreign behamvcri a nd

ftTi:ic. action avoraDie to the originators objectives. In vmrious wa'-s.

parceoti~o, T, a rn .ent combines truth projection. operations securit,. c:.er r,

lo:.etcFin,. ac,  .:roiogical operations." 3  Eftective perception management

ia .crti:.,. tor )ismoiiity and the subsequent eftectiveness ot torward Dreaer.ce

as deterrent.

:. i:i1, I surveved the current forms of forward presence and attempted

to group them doctrinallv. I turther subdivided the doctrinal QrCLp ings into

two oro.,d categories of deterrence, direct 6nd indirect, ailthough the', couid be

more accurately haracterized as "more direct" and "less direct." The indihect

categor ' contains those forms of forward presence in which purposes other tnar,

deterrence are the nighest priority.

Based upon my earlier assessment of the future, each form of forward

presence is evaluated for its future utility using the criteria of visioiiity,

cost-effectiveness, and credibility. Visibility, as discussed earlier, is the

ability to send a messAge(s) to a target audience(s). Credibility is the

believatility of that messaqe, and cost-effectiveness is, as always, "bang for

the tuc.
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Indirect Deterrence Forms

Nation Buildinq

_tn n: eFrc t =-5Se c. croad ra fe 1 ± t ter over appin7,3 iT flSI

tutnc , r.2 a,-ii1.e tnat contrIDute to the strenqtnerir,2 )i t-,e tcric c1

host rtation HN An-, orm ot i-or ward presence trhat contriDutes toD tne HN

in r astr uc ti e. c ;cot nce or iea it imac v is nat ion bui id ln and -orcur rent I

tenerates ooc i' tor t he 1j ana enhances acceptability of a _3 military

j eser oe.

Nation tUL in Q includes such activities a, civil affairs (CA, support to

JS and torei, n c li i author it ies, foreiqn internal defense (FID), r,d secur ity

a s s I st a nc e.

Civil Affairs (CA)

&ivil affairs are "those phases of the activities of a commander which

embraces the relationship between the military forces and civil authorities and

people in a friendly country or area or occupied country or area when ,U.S.)

*41jcP- Vc~ra In the case of An occuPY~ng 40PIC0. LA WMd

also include military government such as the US military government in Japan

following World War II.

The utility of CA was demonstrated in Panama followinq Operation Just

Cause. CA elements were instrumental in reestablishing civilian control of the

country. Fresuminq a successful outcome Lo Operation Desert Storm, a similar

effort is anticipated in Kuwait. If our view of the future holds true. we can

e.pect more regional conflicts and more requirements for CA.
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CA is visie to the civ'ilian Populace and. Lust as importantly, to tVe HN

government. It contribut~es to tne legitimacy o-f tne HN government at n iia

Ownt. ionia C?- nwsv ar in the Reserve Component M). althcjogn SOFCCM iz

sitens;tin; to Wvi Id a 51 iqht ,i; larger A1C CA structure.)

Counternarcot ics

D'Icor1Yinll. courternarcatics is support o US civil authorities as a

:ev~enno intirpoenc4 operation within the conte*~t of low intensitv cvntii:'

L:) toe 'political-military confrontatiorn between contenoing states or

yoos oeiow conventional war and above the routine, peacetul competition aeon;

sta~tes." '"ilitarv forces may be involved in a variety of actions tai~en to

detect, disrupt, interdict, and destroy illicit drugs and the intrastrutcture

personnei, materiel, and distribution systems) of illicit drug tra-fticking

enttes."

j.3. SOUTHCOM forces are actively engaged in counternarcotics witn an

empossis on tne Andean region oY South America. The total counternarcotic

ettort is a mi: of activities which includes training of HN military and

civilian (police) forces under security assistance cases which contributes to

foreign internal defense which I will address below.

Counternarcotics efforts are visible to the HN oovernment and to the arug

trdttiCkers. With appropriate F'SYOF'. the effort will be visible to toe HN

populdce to good effect. There will be a continuing need for this type of

cooperation into the foreseeable future, and the effort is relatively

cost-effective. There is a direct training benefit or value for the US forces

involved, and the flow of drugs into the US is reduced. This appears to be

another "win-win" form of forward presence with no significant disadvantages

Wor the future an long as there are no military casualties.
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Foreign Internal Defense (WID)

-ceiir, L ternil defense ID is the D rticipation bv ivilian and

militr ngencies of a government in any of the action programs taken by

another as.5arnent to free and protect its society from subversion,

iawiessness. and insurgency.'6 Althougn FID as LIC doctrine enLompasses a

wider rnge of activities than my narrow definition of forwaro presence, it

does incluoes a number of programs that are forms of forward presence found in

Dtner categories. Counternarcotics programs and sect ty assistance programs

are out two examples. In fact, I can identify no form of forward presence that

is unique to KID (i.e., without application +o other program categories).

The "nation building" benefits of FID programs are HN government and

societal stability. The visible employment of US personnel and materiel in

these efforts sends a strong signal of US support and commitment to the HN ana

to any potential disruptors of that stability. These programs promise to be

particularly effective in the future as we shift to a more north-south focus.

Security Assistance

Security assistance is "groups of programs authorized by the Foreign

Assistarie Act of 1961, as amended, and the Arms Export Control Act of 1976, as

amended, or other related statutes by which the U.S. provides defense articles,

military training, and other defense-related services by grant, loan, credit,

or cash sales in furtherance of national policies and objectives."'

Security assistance includes a much broader array of programs, but the

Department of Defense administers the Military Assistance Program (MAP),

International Military Educational and Training Program (IMETP), and Foreign



Miiitarv i5ie5 'FM. . Some of the manitestations of this security assistance

are Miiit. ' Assistance and Advisory Groups (MAAG). mobile training teams

km'T YnQ riinI r-v ,-ic actions uCA;.

The war'dwia, FT 89 securit,, assistance bill was approimately 11.5 billion

collars." 7-re is a continuing trend of fewer security assistance dollars

ecn ,ear, o.t tnose dollars spent in the poorer third world countries hawe a

much gre~ter imOact tnan dollars spent elsewhere.

These prooams wiii ccntinue to have a direct and significant impact on

friendiv third world HNs ano reap great benefits for the US out of all

proportion to our investment.

Military Assistance Program (MAP)

MAF is 'that portion of the US security assistance authorized by the

Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. as amended, which provides defense articles and

services to recipients on a nonreimbursable (grant) basis.' 9  The worldwide

F! 39 MAP was approximately 466.5 million dollars with almost 73% of that total

going to American (Central and South) Republics.'0  Although the lion's share

went to El Salvador, there were 16 other beneficiaries of this "grant aid.'

International Military Education and Training Program (IMETP)

iMETF is "formal or informal instruction provided to foreign military

students, units. and forces on a nonreimbursable (grant) basis by offices or

employees of the United States, contract technicians, and contractors.

instruction may include correspondence courses; technical, educational, or

informational publications; and media of all kinds.'''
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Emolovment o US militarv torces OCON S to eiectte iMETP is a very

etiective form or forward presence. Mobile training teams ai-c.ssea later are

one .v i:t ,c::moiishing tnis. Another is iS Mlit.r. :ervices Funded Foreigjn

Training ("7rairning wnich is provided to foreign nationals in US military

Service s,cos .nd installations under authority other than the Foreign

Assistance Act of 1961."2) when it is conducted on OCONUS installations.

Foreign Military Sales (FMS)

FMS is "that portion of U.S. security assistance authorized by the Foreign

Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, and the Arms Eport Control Act of 1974. as

amended. This assistance differs from the MAP and IMETF in that the recipient

provides reimbursement for defense articles and services transferred. ' ''

In FY 89, approximately 10.9 billion dollars worth of Defense materiel.

training and other services were sold to "friendly" nations.'' Less than two

Diilion dollars of that went to Europe and Canada. Most of it reinforceO our

shift in focus to north--south.

Military Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG)

The MAAG is "a joint service group, normally tinder the military command of

a commander of a unified command and representing the Secretary of Defense,

which primarily administers the US military assistance planning and programming

in the host country."'1

Often, the MAAG is the most visible US military element in the

administration of security assistance programs. The most significant exception

to this is in the realm of military civic actions which are discussed below.
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Mobile Training Teams (MTT)

A MT i "a ve~m consisting of one or more US personnel drawn from Service

resources and sent on temporary duty to a foreign nation to give instruction.

The mission o; the team is to provide, by training instructor personnel, a

military Service of the foreign nation with a self-training cipability in a

oarticuliar skill."''6

Such a team recently handed over responsibility for a successful program to

the Bolivian government to train its own military and civilian police

counternarcotics forces. Much less glamorous but just as necessary to nation

building, I have personally dispatched maintenance training teams to Portugal

and to Egypt. On any given day, each TRADOC technical school will have at

least one MTT deployed to a foreign country.

Military civic action (MCA)

Military civic action (MCA) is "the use of preponderantly indigenous forces

on projects useful to the local population at all levels in such fields as

education, training, public works, agriculture, transportation, communications,

health, sanitation, and others contributing to economic and social development,

which would also serve to improve the standing of the military forces with the

population. (US forces may at times advise or engage in military civic actions

in overseas areas.)' ' 7

MCA is tremendously effective in poorer third world countries where even

small investments of US dollars, materiel, and manpower reap great results in

improving the human condition and enhancing the image of the US. "Not since

the formal recognition of MCA (Military Civic Action) as a tool in U.S.
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milit a ira- rejg 0 years ago has there been soch an opportunity +or using

ICA_ m,. we Tno most infle.Antial tool in accomplishing tne snitt in focus

from esin weir to nortn-south. Specifically, De Fauw sees MTCA as a major

contrutD Jon inr MCc:rt Ot LIC, since it addresses itself to improving economic

and s-coiotogcai conditions, in effect, preempting two major causes ot

dissatisfoction often leading to insurgency or LIC.

The Atrica Civic Action (ACA) program has been a great success despite verv

tew do..rs invested 013,650.000 for all of 1985 through 1989). Primarily. it

has been a security assistance program (MAP) with the Corps of Engineers

providing technical advice and assistance. The ACA "recognizes that the United

tates ras a major interest in promoting political stability in Africa and that

poverty is a crief cause of African political instability, and seeks to

encourage military participation in social and economic development. "' 9

"Aithougn modestly funded, the ACA program has made solid contribations to

its objectives. Infrastructure that saves lives, promotes economic and social

development and provides enhanced foreign exchange to the governments is in

place and operating. ... Because of its emphasis on nation-building projects

and development, it successfully addresses some of the major preconditions for

insurgency and low intensity conflict development and may be viewed as playing

an indirect role by reducing their likelihood." 2 0

Reserve Component (RC) forces have played a major role in the success of

the programs in Latin America. "During Fuertes Caminos '88, the task force

construicted three school houses, basketball courts and soccer fields, and

painted and cleaned a church." Medical Readiness Training Exercises (MEDRETS)

in 1989 included "providing medical assistance to 8,000 Hondurans. treating

8,000 animals and performing some 5,000 tooth extractions. "
2 1
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Although most nations find the road building and repair the most valuable,

the Eoli.iar Foreign Minister recently informed CINC. SOUTHCOM, that the

nedicn! Aii :ranr>nms contributed the most to nis country's welfare. SOUTHCOM

plons Wor Iv! include 12, exercises. 48 new clinics, 87 new schools, 80

,iiome:erv ar -*ew rands. and seven new water wells.

The training value of these exercises for RC units conducting them in

austere environments is tremendous. The host nation (HN) gains in

intrastructure and quality of life. Tremendous good will is generated by tne

employment of US forces in these programs. The level of effort and dedication

and the attendant benefits are evident (i.e., visible) throughout the region.

Evervone wins, and the cost is negligible.

Humanitarian Activities

In a perfect world, humanitarian programs would be pursued solely because

they benefit humanity. I would like to believe that the US and most of its

allies pursue those programs because we really do wish to help alleviate

suffering in the world. Pragmatically, there are some significant benefits or

positive by-products of employing US military forces in humanitarian efforts.

In terms of world opinion, humanitarian programs are highly visible yet

non-threatening. A force can showcase its ability to rapidly deploy and

rapidly attack a problem without anyone feeling militarily threatened. Natural

disasters provide an excepotional opportunity to demonstrate one's capability

for quick reaction. Through effective FSYOP or perception management, everyone

can see what a strong, good and responsive friend the US can be. Yet, subtly

there is the message that we can apply those same skills to the employment of

combat power as easily as aid. Is it not better to be a friend?
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For ail of tnese reasons, I consider the humanitarian activities descriDed

nelow to oe indirect Vorms of deterrence.

Humanitarian assistance/disaster relief.

Humanitarian ssaisance is the "assistance provided by DOD Vorces, as

]irecteo Dv appropriate authority, in the aftermath of natural or man-made

disasters to help reduce conoitions that present a serious threat to lite and

oropertv."22 Disaster relief is part of LIC doctrine and, as such, is

considered a peacetime contingency operation.

Despite propaganda to the contrary, much of the world still sees the US as

the "good guys." We want to help. We want to be liked, sometimes too much.

We will continue to help whenever anyone will let us whether it's in the

aftermath of earthquakes in northern Italy or another Chernoybl. Even if our

motives are more complicated than that, why not take advantage of the good

press? Compared to the cost of a military operation, the cost of disaster

reisef is negligible, and there is a training benefit to be derived from every

sit uation.

Noncombatant evacuation operations (NEO).

NEO "relocate threatened civilian noncombatants from locations in a foreign

or host nation.'"2 Although these are normally U.S. civilians, host nation

or third nation civilians could also be evacuated.

NEO presents another opportunity for US forces to exercise strategic

deployment and operational skills. The Marines' recent NEO in Liberia is an

excellent example. If we are to assume the future holds more regional
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contlicts. it is inevitable that US citizens will be threatened and that YE:

will De Oarl. ,Y ,our Vot ure.

sre ni *r 1v , ible operations. CondLocted witn skill and style. they

are inwi. tcrs o! other, more ominous. capabilities of the forces involved.

--,relore. N! -. a.e An indirect deterrent value that can be successfully

exploited tnrough PS'OF and perception management.

Search and rescue (SAR).

3earcn and rescue is "the use of aircraft, surface craft, submarines,

specialized rescue teams and equipment to search for and rescue personnel in

distress on land or at sea." Combat SAR differs only in that it occurs only

during wartime or contingency operations."
2
1

Although even one human life is precious, the payoff for SAR is not as

great as NEO or disaster relief. The most common operations are those

conducted at sea for missing airmen or ships. The operations are also highly

visible and, relative to the number of victims usually involved, quite costly.

There are opportunities for FSYOP and perception management exploitation of the

efforts of the US forces in these operations.

Direct Deterrence Forms

Forward based forces and aircraft and naval unit visits are probably the

best kr-wn and understood forms of forward presence. These forms offer a clear

example of deterrence, a highly visible employment of military personnel and

materiel directly to the point or region to be "influenced." In all cases, an

activity in this category represents a visible commitment, strengthens

alliances and directly contributes to deterrence.
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The direct deterrence forms of iorward presence include a wide array of

oevue! ire :ntinency operati ins, coLnterterrorism operations, space control

*irwnri baed or torward leolovea +rces and prepositioned forces.

Whilehie:q v, rnese tits witnin my conceptual framework of forward presence,

M jt no r SIL lpciusIve.

Peacetime Contingency Operations

"Peacetime contingency operations are politically sensitive military

activities normally cnaracterized by short-term, rapid projection or employment

of forces in conditions short of war." 2 5 These operations constitute a

categorv Of LOW Intensity Conflict (LIC) which includes shows of force and

demonstrations, noncombatant evacuation operations (NEO), rescue and recovery

operations, strikes and raids, peacemaking, unconventional warfare, disaster

relief, security assistance surges, and support to US civil authorities. LIC

ranges from a point on the operational continuum just above "routine, peaceful

competition among states" to a point just short of conventional war, a very

broad range of activity.

NEO. disaster relief, and support to US civil authorities have already been

dis:us5ed as indirect deterrent forms of forward presence, and unconventional

warfare falls outside my definition of forward presence. The remaining types

of peacetime contingency operations are valid forms of forward presence and

bear some scrutiny due to their direct deterrent value.

The key distinction between peacetime and wartime contingency operations is

that in pexcetime the military efforts complement political and informational

efforts and objectives instead of purely military objectives. Peacetime

contingency operations are characterized by tailored forces, short duration

operations., joint/combined scope and, normally, rapid projection of forces.
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reacetiv.e conoingenc, operations. by their verv definition and nature, will

serve vi well s a form of forward presence in the tLuture. These operations

Are :rctec As requlreo by our political Leaders as world events anto d.

We can. in ettect, pick and chose our targets. Peacetime contingency

operatnons or siwe !ne opportunity to demonstrate to a "target audience" our

military prowess short of war, our support for our friends, our wrath for our

enemies. and our commitment to alliances in relatively short, economic bursts.

The underlying deterrent value of these operations is that potential

adversaries must recognize that we can and will project military power.

Shows of force and demonstrations

"Forces deployed abroad lend credibility to a nation's promises and

commitments, increase its regional influence. and demonstrate its resolve to

use military force as an instrument of national power. ... These operations can

influence another government or political-military organization to respect U.S.

interests or to enforce international law.' 2' Doctrinally, shows Vf force

and demonstrations include all forward deployments of forces, combined training

exercises, aircraft and ship visits, and the introduction or build-up of

military forces in a region.

Forward deployment of forces and

Introduction or build-up of military forces in a region

The definitional line between forward deployment of forces and the

introduction or buildup of forces is easily blurred. One could successfully

argue that Desert Shield be categorized as either form of peacetime contingency

operation. The objectives are the same. Ground force., air forces, nAval

forces or some combination may be employed. Each has its advantages.
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i.lea -man, ana 4 o n studo ea :f i n. r . netween I ;Wo ana 1 ?75 in wnlcr

one S am .l :4en armed trl*eE tcr ' . -0 , DOO . IThe analvses showed

7- 9 t-, " 0 , : , _ -11 . e !w.
,D, .0 6 I , . e ~ ~ i t- Mor, , tfnl i , ys. .. ..oclj, t re 1

wanr, posi-i.. v . es trn n were *_rCei Qmicn c.. De withdrawn aimost as

ll. OE 1 . on,-, ve mn e, to ine 1-'roe] - e.. The movement of inna-b.asea

tcrc-s. on one oc.er rano. in.oi.ey ur, real eonoT ::E-s and a *nertain

o icnoli.q :,z c rmmitment th.at :re .:t '.- r t: Ye.eirse, so least in te s-ort

LSSWeai[ ablv argued that presence is still a viable naval mission and will

continue tD be so..20 "Gunboat diplomacy". though wielded more subili' than in

Teddv Roosevelt's day, continues to have a role. In fact, LasswelI makes a

good case for the Navy to be the arm of choice in a time of constrained

resources.

Trainina exercises

Joint and/or combined ground forces training exercises such as REFORGER in

Europe and BRIGHT STAR in Egypt present excellent opportunities to strengthen

alliances and to emercise and demonstrate our collective security capabilities

in many regions of the world. The "deterrent" value of these exercises is much

greater in regions where there is no permanent US presence of any significant

size such as Central Africa or Southwest Asia.

'Jnfortunately, such exercises are expensive and likely to be less frequent

during a period of austere defense budgets. Exercises in densely populated,

industrialized nations (i.e., REFORGER) are also less popular in the HN than

they were five years ago or even last year before the Berlin Wall came tumbling

down.
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Air andl se. e rc ises nave tr ain ing vaile for tre forcres in'o ieo. ovi mucr

ie-isio.E. Thev present a greater PSYOF clkilenqe vD tarQet the

nL ',S lo- i--VCE. er .in specinlized ravaI oper t.iOn 5,ch as 'freedOr

oc,'iiy noi e ?rjises are designed to send a very specitic message - the ilmi;s

OfMES i- i-In waters.

Aircraft and ship visits

reiatiely recent eample occurred in 1986. "The World War il. newly

refurbished U.S.3. Missouri paid highly publicized port calls in TurKey to

commemorate its visit in 1946 and to underscore 40 years of U.S.-Turkish

friendsnip.' 29  Other. perhaps less well publicized, events occur almost

-ircrat and ship visits are merely variations of the gunboat diplomacy

theme. "Naval forces can be used more subtly to support foreign poilicy

initiatives -- to underscore threats, warnings, promises, or commitments --

thin can land-based units, and they can uo so witnout inaiterably tying the

Fres dent's hand." Referring back to Blechman and Kaplan's study of 215

incidents. 'positive outcomes were particularly frequent when land-based combat

aircraft were involved in an incident. This would suggest ... that the Air

Force might be used more frequently in political-military operations than has

been the case in the past." 3 0
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Rescue and recovery operations

o _: .- njS .- : ,i coer..tion: .ow, 1 15.01' ;n l e pe,-c ,:, y ,,r t in tne rysl- te

:t -. n.. - r i.J i icral persornel or the recovery ,of sensit ive eQuoyiment Lr

in,,-.ms or ti to 11 nationai security-" Operation Urgent Fury conducleo in

renc, ovnenibv to rescue US students couln be rgueo os n recent e mole &

s reicye and recovery operation.

The prlnipal .ifference between this and NEO is that NEO rcrnail' i5..olaes

-cooerative HN wnile rescue and recovery normally (but not alwa!so involves

nosile country. The differences are inconsequentiai. The important point is

that escn permits the demcnstration of a capabilitv to rapidly insert

sinniicant. if not overwhelming, combat power, accomplish a mission, and

withdraw. A capability that should bolster our +rienOs and prove a bane to any

potential adversaries.

Peacemaking operations

Feacemaking operations are intended "to stop a violent conflict and to

force a return to political and diplomatic methods.''32 One of the rare US

peacemaking operations occurred in 1988, Operation Golden Pheasant. when a US

composite brigade intervened in Honduras at the request of the Honduran

government.

Peacemaking may be construed as a form of intervention, but

'interdependence" that marks our future infers a certain amount of

intervention. Intervention in general and specifically peacemaking are rather

more likely in the future than less likely. The key is once more the rapid

projection of power, quick, effective mission eecution, and a speedy

withdrawal or hand-off to a peacekeeping force.
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ea emaK p cer-t ions tend to De cih hIv v isiDle and reiat1've ec ojmi:_.

Strikes and raids

n s-i-, Afl n tt.ck which is ritenoed to n 1ict Jino. e on seize :,

ees roy an D jeccive. A raid is 'an operation, ssuaI' 1ii s : t

in>.oi .in5 s iit penetr t1on ot host ie terr itorv to sec ure in rrMt IOn,

contuse the enemy, or to destroy his installations. it ends wit, _

withdrawal upon completion of the assigned mission. ' 33

OperAt ion Just Cause ,F'anama, 1789) could be arqued as an e Ample of -h-

tipe ot a.ltlvi". Special purpose forces. general purpose forces or

combination of both, as in Just Cause, may be used.

3uch ooerations can be as visible as desired, and forces can be t.iiore , to

the ocjective and the circumstances. --Je cost-effectiveness.

Security assistance surges

Doctrinally, a security assistance surge is still security assistance whicn

1 addressed as one of the less direct forms of forward presence. A surqe is

essentiaiily an acceleration of assistance when an ally is in imminent danger or

need. -M 100-23,'AFF' >-20 illustrates this point with two historical e ,ampies.

Chad in the early 1980s and Israel in 1977. A much more current e:ample was

just effected in El Salvador where six- UH-lM gunships and three a-}7 aircraft

were delivered in January 1991, less than 60 days from the time the requirement

was identified,



While the airlit to Israel was probabOly the most dramatic and the most

costy i 'i.e., it took +ive tons of ,tei to air dei i*er one ton ot _.ol .' te

ea hII- e sc t _n st Ance was c iear t e U' S ipnor its - r Fd 'rreq rlesi ot

tne c:s: Tle US can be a good friend .nd a bad enemy. The visibility and

t-e level zm _port can also be "tailored" for a surge.

Peacekeeping operations (F'KO)

Peacekeeping is not defined in JCS Pub 1-02, but FM 100-20..AFF "--,0

descrices it as "military operations conducted with the consent of the

beiliierent parties to a conflict to maintain a negotiated truce and to

facilitate a diplomatic resolution."5 4  Peacekeeping operations (FKO) may

include such operations as withdrawal and disengagement, cease-fire,

prisoner-of-war (ROW) exchange, arms control, and demilitarization and

demobilization.

The de-finition used by the International Peace Academy better captures the

international or UN flavor of PKO. "Peacekeeping is the prevention.

containment, moderation and termination of hostilities between or within

states, through the medium of a peaceful third party intervention organized and

directed internationally, using multinational forces of soldiers, police and

civilians to restore and maintain peace.I 3S

Colonel David J. Lofgren, AWC '90, makes a strong case for the increasing

importance of PKO in a decentralized, multipolar world and for the US

assumption of a greater role, even a leadership role, in UN peacekeeping.3 6

Although he stops short of proposing US special units for peacekeeping during a

period of constrained defense resources. Lofgren does support contingency plans

and tailored forces for those contingencies within the context of UN
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responsiOilitv. Loigren even sees this as a means to gain international

suppor, ,and thereby legltlmacy) for other US operations (i.e.. forms of

re. er,_e -~ c c.ounterterror ism and counternarcotics.

Ahile ie US has contributed personnel to only two UN peacekeeping efforB.

we have rticipated in at least five unilateral or multinational peacekeepina

efforts. An e.'ample of the fuzzy definitional lines of LIC doctrine is the

V'ST invasion oi Grenada which Lofgren successfully argues was a PKO. 1 argue

earlier that Grenada was a good e, ample of a rescue operation. Perhaps it ws

oth. In any event, there are valid arguments for US participation in ana

pernaps leadership of UN (and perhaps other then UN) PKO.

KO are highly visible and relatively economical in that operational costs

are normally shared among a multinational force. The forces projected are a

credible deterrent to disruption of the peace. There is considerable evidence

and argument that PKO will become even more necessary in the future. PRO

satisfies the criteria for consideration as a future form of forward presence.

Military-to-military contacts

Military-to-military contacts between US and friendly or allied forces

occur on a daily basis and may be our most underrated form of forward

presence. Any contact between military personnel, official, semi-official or

social, qualifies as a military-to-military contact. Most of us regard these

contacts as merely part of doing business in a larger context such as NATO and

overlook the potential of these contacts.

William L. Carwile successfully argues that the WESTCOM Expanded Relations

Program (ERF), an organized, focused application of military-to-military

contacts, is an effective model of forward presence in an economy of force AOR
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with simniticant potential tor the future.5 7  The ERF has grown to routinizel

interactions oetween WESTCOM and more tnan 70 countries that include saft

,zwtEs. Eenior :t-icer 1sits. conferences, seminars, and small staff

0 ercisei. Some of these contacts have grown into other forms of +orward

resep-o s: - as reciprocal individual and small unit traininc ( i.e., iess tnan

oataiion size) and major joint and combined training eercises such as the

annual Tiger Balm (Singapore and New Zealand) and Cobra Gold (Thailand)

exercises.

While Cdrwiie described the Army program in the Pacific, the principles can

ne applied by all services. Carwile argued that the program effectively

maintained the Army's influence (credibility) and visibility in an economy of

force theater, an extremely cost effective form of forward presence. Since the

entire OCONUS world will become, in effect, an economy of force theater during

a period of austere defense budgets, the value of such a program in the future

cannot be overemphasized.

Counterterrorism (CT)

Counterterrorism is "offensive measures taken to prevent, deter, and

respond to terrorism. " 3a The US bombing raid on Libya may arguably be our

best known and most effective counterterrorism effort. It was rapid; it was

proportionate; it displayed US combat power, precisely applied, to the world at

large and specifically to the terrorist world; and thus it was cost-effective.

In the multipolar, decentralized world of the future, regional conflict is

more likely than general war! and terrorism is more likely than regional

conflict and will certainly accompany regional conflict. Terrorism is a fact

in our future. We should accept, plan for, and welcome the opportunities to
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oreciseiv pply military power 'to prevent, deter, and respond to terrorism' in

the fLLture.

'cun *e- errori1m satisfies all of the criteria for consideration as a

tutUre -orm of forward presence, visibility, credibility, and

cost-efec:'-eness. The quality of our intelliqence will determine how

effectively we can use it.

Space Control Forces

Since the days of the Soviet Sputnik and President John F. Kennedy's

identification of space as a vital US interest, there followed an amazing 70

years of a space race to occupy what has been termed the "ultimate high

ground." To date, the principal players in space have been the US and the

USSR, but other nations are gaining fast. A commercial European consortium is

already offering to place satellites in orbit for anyone with the right price.

Both the US and the USSR have systems or forces deployed in space. US

systems consist of communications, reconnaissance. surveillance, target

acquisition, weather, environmental mapping, and navigation/positioning. In

addition to all of these, the USSR has an offensive anti-satellite capability.

Space is becoming quite crowded and just as important to the next war as the

air, sea and land components.

That we have significant space capabilities is just as important to our

friends and allies as it is to our potential adversaries. It is important for

deterrence that potential adversaries be aware that certain capabilities

exist. It is no longer classified that satellites can read license plates on

automobiles from an altitude of 22,000 feet or by extension that a CINC can see

deep into a potential adversary's rear area.3"  The open discussion of the
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Space Defense initiative kSDID was enough to send the Soviets scurrying to the

arms control negctiating table.

The inn rtance ttached to space by DOD was highlighted by the creation ot

the U.3. Space Command (USSFACECOM). a unified command, which has already

published iti uct i n fOr ipace control Art The details of

USSFACECOMF 2-i space control doctrine are less critical to this study than the

fact that space control forces are recognized as terrestial force enhancers and

that they wiil only become more critical in the future.

3pace control forces are terribly expensive, but their information

acquisition and handling capabilities are worth the price. The systems in use

represent a proven, credible capability. They are also readily "visible" to

any agency with even a rudimentary scientific capability.

Space will only grow in importance in the coming century. The military

systems we place there will be just as effective a forward presence as the

ground. sea and air forces we forward base.

Forward Based Forces

"Hence the location of forces abroad can

sometimes support a nation's policies more

directly and effectively than can a force of

equal capability which is kept at home, even
when provisions are made to move the latter

force quickly and effectively when needed.
The key is that when the force is not located

in the region of concern, the deploying
nation has greater flexibility in identifying

those events requiring force, and thus its

commitments are perceived as somewhat less

certain."'4 1
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The strength and structure of US forward based forces will probably be the

most hoti- zebated defense issue in the 199 0s, eclipsing even the debate of the

stri -tre cf tne oital Army. That the Department of Defense (DOD) will be

require.] t: reduce forces and facilities is not at issue, only how much and how

soon.

As ot the end of FY89, DOD operated 504 OCONUS military installations. The

Army was operating 212 installations in Germany alone. 4 2 The reported 70

September 1937 combined US presence (military, civilians, and dependents) in

NATO was a staggering 765,917 slightly more than 75% of which (577.097) was in

West Germany (including West Beriin). 4 3

Significant reductions have been proposed for Europe and elsewhere. As I

mentioned earlier, some have suggested that all US forces will leave central

Europe by 1995. I do not share that view. Possibly lacking a consensus, there

is still strong support for a continuing NATO and a continuing US presence in

NATO.'"

The greatest commitment the US can make to a collective security

arrangement is the deployment of permanently based forces to the region to be

defended. The very permanence of the facilities lends credibility as well as

visibility to the forces and to the nation's commitment. Once so emplaced,

forward based forces are not easily withdrawn, nor can they be blooded without

the possibility of invoking the full wrath or commitment of the nation to that

region. For these reasons, military, political and psychological, I believe

that we will continue to have US forces in every AOR that we now have forces

based, only in reduced strength.

Forward based forces may not be the most cost-effective form of forward

presence, but it is effective. Was it not effective in maintaining over 40

years of peace in central Europe? Has it not maintained the (somewhat uneasy
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at times peace on the Korean peninsula +or more than .0 years" Does any other

torm ot -orward presence have the credibilit1 or convey the depth ot commitment

is oroen.

Forward zae] iorces will be necessary into the ne%:t century. In tact. a

the Size ot lne aepioyed +orces decrease, we may see an increase in the scope

ot their employment - greater numbers at smaller torces to help staiilize a

decentr iiized world.

Frepositioned Forces

Frepositioning, a critical element of US NATO strategy far three decades,

will continue to be an important element of military strategy with even broader

application well into the next century. Although it has some significant

dinadvantages, prepositioning, both land- and sea-based, may be the second most

:ost-effective element of military strategy in an uncertain future.

Traoltionally, prepositioning is portrayed as the third leg a- the

strategic inability triad complementing strategic airlift and strategic

sealift. However, prepositioning is not an exciting subject. The Army's FY 91

budget estimate only mentions the word twice, once in a figure depicting the

'Mobility Triad" and once in a sentence in which prepositioning is not even the

subject.00 More space is devoted to the Army's support of other Service

programs such as the C-17 and the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF). Even the

Army's pronouncement of strategic imperatives devotes more space to the airlift

and sealift component shortfalls than to prepositioning.4 '
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To :ope witn these critical strategic mobility shortfalls, the US developel

a land-oased oreoositioning strategy for Europe and a sea-based prepositioning

5trAteQv +nr other worldwide contingenciec.

Land-based prepositioning

The concept o+ prepositioning in support of NATO was the subject of at

least four early RAND studies, 1958, 1960, 1964. and 1966. 4 7 Although the

specifics ot these reports may be somewhat dated, the general observations and

conclusions about shortfalls in strategic airlift and sealift and the viability

of prepositioning are as valid today as they were then. There was and is no

way to provide the "ten divisions in ten days" committed to NATO without

prepositioning.

The bulk of the prepositioned materiel in Europe is stored in prepositioned

materiel configured to unit sets (POMCUS). Technically, "FOMCUS is MTOE

(Modified Tables of Equipment) and other equipment and supplies stored in unit

sets, which are prepositioned in a potential combat theater to reduce response

time in the event of deployment." The items found in POMCUS are normally "key

wartime materiel, ERC A (Equipment Readiness Code A) items, and weight

intensive items." The specific items in POMCUS are based on the M+1O

(Mobilization plus ten days) Essential Force and approved by the Chief of Staff

of the Army.'40 The POMCUS assets are actually part of the War Reserve

Materiel Requirement (WRMR) portion of the budget and specifically authorized

in the annual Defense Guidance which dictates what portion of the WRMR will be

prepositioned. 4 0
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The Virst two divisions of equipment were placed in POMCUS in 19o!

Voilowin; tne Berlin crisis.10  Prior to redistributions to support Desert

0 ! _.., . A= ni L = =qu±i'b1enL jOr ni" Ui0 isluns. an armored cavairv

-egimenn, muoiiization Day (M-Day) shortfall, and supporting combat serice

support .*ins i :ocial POMCUS sites in Europe. The "...800,000 pieces ct

equiienn vaiued at $6 billion... "'5  were maintained and constantly

moderniien by the four battalions and 17 companies of the Combat Equipment

Group. Europe (CEGE).

Most "Cold War" scenarios envisioned flying the units' soldiers and light

and;or special equipment from CONUS, marrying them up with their heavy

equipment on the ground. and moving them out to their general deployment

positions (ODF) along the Inter-German Border (IGB). POMCUS "...combines tne

key elements of rapid strategic reinforcement/force reaoiness, CONUS

transportation, intertheater movement, theater reception facilities, an

intratheater transportation system, and...meet time-phased force deployment

requirements. 
"
52

The strategic lift advantages to prepositioning and POMCUS are obvious.

Accordino to National Security Council estimates, a single mechanized division

weighs in at 100,000 short tons, a very conservative estimate.5 3 Since that

same mechanized division can be expected to consume about 1,000 short tons of

supplies and ammunition per day in combat, every such division prepositioned

frees strategic lift to deliver 100 days of supply or follow-on forces.

As its detractors are quick to point out, the disadvantages of

prepositioning are just as obvious: a care-taker force and expensive facilities

are required; large. fixed sites are vulnerable to sabotage and "preemptive" or

early conventional, nuclear and chemical attack; and such sites represent a

relatively infle:ible position, a long-term commitment both politically and

militarily. I see some of these "disadvantages" as "strengths."
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The current validity of land-based prepositioning which had its genesis

three decades ago could be debated here endlessly. Ferhaps the most compelling

araLimen t-r the onceot is that in 190Q thp Marine Corps complit-1 the

e.:ecLtticn :t a land-based prepositioning strategy in central Norway in support

ot a l bieal qreemert between Norway and the US.5 4  The supplies and

equipment for a fully equipped, modern Marine Expeditionary Brigade (4th MEB)

are now in place to help defend NATO's north flank. Apparently, decision

maKers were convinced that. in this case. the benefits outweiched the costs.

It is aifficuit to imagine a more visible, physical evidence of our

commitment to an alliance in a given theater than forward-based forces backed

by a strong FOMCUS such as we have in NATO. Would oUr commitment, our national

resolve, to support that alliance be perceived by our allies and our potential

adversaries to be as strong if there were no FOMCUS even if we had sufficient

strategic lift capability? I think not.

The US made a significant political, economic, and military investment in

NATO, and the FOMCUS in Central Europe and Norway are tangible proof of that

commitment. (Although my discussion has focused on the large, existing FOMCUS

investment in NATO. it is not unreasonable to speculate that if the US made a

similar commitment to Southwest Asia (SWA) a HN may absorb all or part of the

facilities and\or materiel costs associated with that commitment.)

Sea-based prepositionina

Sea-based prepositioning, or maritime prepositioning as the Navy prefers to

term it, had its genesis in the mid-1960s. Considering our preoccupation with

the Vietnam conflict, it is understandable that no serious feasibility study of

maritime prepositioning was conducted until 1979.55 Yeto as early as 197 4, a
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JSAWC student thesis proposed a Seamobile Air Cavairy tor strategic torce

7h, zea Dxse.a concept waE proven workaole by the Near Term Frepositionina

.-ore *NF-FF, .nicn was stationed at Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean in the

mia-1980's. -ex,4 e.qu.ipment and supplies to support Air Force ano Army elements

as well as a marine Amphioious Brigade (MAD) were loaded sea-based) on

miiitary Sealift Command MSC) ships of the NTFF.

The initial success of the NTPF concept has evolved into today's torce ot

thirteen snips ,istributed among three Maritime Frepositioning Squadrons MFS,,

each of which carries aii of the supplies and equipment necessary to field a

Ia.500-person force of marines and sailors for approximately TO days.5 7 Each

MFS carries appro;:imateiy 57 tanks and 109 assault amphibious tracked vehicles

,amtracs,. 8

The employment scenario for the sea-based prepositioned force is

essentially the same as for land-based. The personnel and aircraft for the MEB

are air landed and/or flown in to a secure site and married up with the

materiel. The principal differences between MFS and POMCUS are intuitively

obvious. The MF'S force is lighter, mobile, and applicable to a wide range of

contingencies. MFS allows us to tailor a conventional response to the threat

or provocation in an infinite number of scenarios. It is not necessary to

compare and contrast MFS and POMCUS to select a "winner", both are needed now

and both will become even more critical in an uncertain future.

Sea-based prepositioning may have reached its economic, operational, and

tactical limits based on its very nature. MPS forces are still relatively

light (e.g.. one armored battalion has more tanks than an MPS MA); they are

now manned by Marines whose numbers are limited; ships are expensive to

acquire, man and operate; and any expansion of their capabilities would
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prooab 1l ead to more decate on roles and missions of the Marine Corps ano the

ArmV. The Armv leadership may want a piece of the MFS action.

ror s ion n may not be the "bio Oun" ot strategic deterrence, but it

Joes pi n si§Diticant role. Assets generated by the Army "build-down" and

the end -Y t-± ..... war may nave created some unique opportunities for

lano-baseo ano sea-based prepositioning in the future.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

A5 we ae o n more cecentraiized, multipoiar world, it becomes

in'Peasnngiy sear that torward presence is the key to the four continuing

milit&ry components of America's grand strategy: deterrence, strong aiiianves.

torw.rd aetense ano force projection. Each of the current forms of forward

presence surveyed can be useful through the 1990s and into the following

:entary, and each can contribute to one or more of the military strategy

components.

lf there are any guiding principles to be followed in the use of the

warious forms of forward presence in an uncertain future, those principles are

focus and balance. Focus on the objective and the target audience, and apply a

balanced solution. PSYOF or perception management must be thoroughly

integrated into each activity to ensure the targeted audience receives the

intended message and that every effort generates the maximum benefit.

Humanitarian activities and peacetime contingency operations are generally

short term or event driven forms of forward presence. Each of these operations

has a role to play. The US will continue to support humanitarian operations

because it is a genuinely caring nation. Peacetime contingencies will continue

to be a necessary part of the CINCs' repertoire of regional plans.

The challenge for the US military strategist is to develop a balanced, long

term program using the longer term activities such as nation building,

peacekeeping, military-to-military contacts, counterterrorism, space control

forces, forward based forces, and prepositioning. Nation building activities

combined with military-to-military contacts accommodate the shift from an
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east-west to a north-south focus and offer the greatest potential for

strengtheneo al ilances with our current and future third world friends and

al I es

-pKer error iam ard peacekeepin operations should build an international

constitenc in the future, while space forces have a "universal" application.

torward based and prepositioned forces have been associated more with our

east-west +ocus in the past, but it is now time to balance our torces with our

commitments in the current OCONUS AORs.

Just as tood for thought, consider the following alternative forward

presence scenarios in some relatively well-known AORs.

NATO

Several senior leaders visiting the U.S. Army War College have suggested

that a likely post-CFE US force structure is a two-division corps. As a

minimum, two heavy divisions and numerous smaller elements would be withdrawn

irom Europe. Consider a possible alternative.

Consider a force of two Armored Cavalry Regiments (ACR), a skeletal corps

headquarters, a tailored corps support command (COSCOM) and a POMCUS containing

materiel for two to four heavy divisions, another ACR, the remainder of the

COSCOM, corps artillery, special troops and Air Force support equipment. Would

this not accomplish all of our political, military and economic objectives in

NATO?

(1) The active force is small (i.e., less than the size of one

division), lethal, task organized by design and doctrine (i.e., with organic

artillery), and as "visible" as we want it to be. (Similarly organized
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separate heavy Wrigades (armor or mechanized) could De substituted for the

ACRs.

,j Toe jorce is capable of only limited offensive operations without

support ncnthreatening), yet it can defend, and, most importantly, delay if

necossar, Anil_ tne remainder of the corps is airlanded on its equipment.

k7 The U.S. military presence or pro+ile is drastically reduced.

41 The POMCUS is reduced from current levels, but not drastically.

k5) The defense burden is shifted onto the European alliance partners

wno may even be persuaded to pay a larger proportion of our much reduced

de*ense costs in Europe (i.e., host nation support).

6, The FOMCUS is tangible evidence of our commitment to support the

allLance without flaunting American military power. It can even be tailored

i.e.. reduced or increased) to the perception of the threat or desired

perception of commitment.

Southwest Asia

Several opportunities await us in Southwest Asia. Assuming that the

Kuwaiti government is restored along with something close to normal relations

in the region, what level of continuing US presence would be tolerated in that

region and where? Consider a separate armored brigade and a FOMCUS with the

materiel for two heavy divisions and associated combat support and combat

service support elements. Would such a force be both sufficient and

politically acceptable?

(1) Based on the European FOMCUS model, one combat equipment company

can support stored materiel for approximately a brigade (+) with only about 20

US personnel and the remainder of the unit comprised of local nationals. This
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results in a lower US profile and an empoyment opportunity in whatever region

a aite 15 tocateo.

2 As in NATO. the FOhCU would be t anginle evidence of our resolve

to maintain stability in the region as well as access to valuable resources tor

us and our 0j1es.

, If round to be poiiticaly acceptable and advantageou_, one or

more oil-ricn nations may underwrite most if not all capital eXpenditures for

facilities and operatinns as "host nation support costs."

(4, Dr. Vogeiahr, a Columbia University professor of Theology. and an

old Middle East "nand" with 2T years experience in the region, has opined t.at

there may not be as much Arab resistance to a continued US presence as many

nave predicted. True, during the holy days in June of each year, any "infidel"

forces "might" be required to maintain an extra-low profile, but reasonable

prudence and caution would allow a relatively compact, disciplined force to

remain indefinitely.'

5) A separate armor brigade is a relatively compact, lethal,

self-contained force capable of only limited offensive operations without

support but very capable to uefend, delay, and more importantly in this

scenario, defend POMCUS sites if necessary. (As in the NATO scenario, an ACR

:ould be substituted.)

NATO Southern Flank

If Saudi Arabia is deemed too politically sensitive or Kuwait too unstable

or too close to the Iraq border, there are other options. Consider for a

moment the implications of an armor brigade and POMCUS site(s) in Turkey

astride the Iraq pipeline or within striking distance of the borders of Iraq,
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Iran ani tne U33R. What of our e isting facilities and more solid relations in

!man - .p, ray even consider becoming a partner in sucr a venture.

Korea

we could apply tne above NATO scenario equally well to Korea and perhaps

even Japan. An ACR vor armor brigade), proportionately scaled air forces and an

Appropriately sized POMCUS could satisfy our objectives there For the same

reasons. A FOMCUS-only or FOMCUS plus Air Force approach might be appropriate

for Jaan iF it were to become a military partner instead of a dependent.

Anvtning is possible.

Prescription for the Future

There is no single military instrument that will satisfy every threat,

contingency or strategic objective. A balanced mix of forces and strategies is

required to meet the future, and all of the necessary tools are available

today. The creative military strategist who can strike the proper balance of

nation building and alliance strengthening instruments of military power will

contribute immeasureably to the stability of the future.

(

ENDNOTES

Vogelahr lecture/seminar at the Interchurch Center, New York, NY, 9

October 1990.
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